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Months of hard work came to fruition tonight as The Opera came to Dallas. Repo! The Genetic
Opera, that is.
Originally conceived as a stage musical, “The Opera” developed a devout following after a film
version was released to limited venues in 2008. A number of national and international tours
followed, with the show’s creators and actors traveling around the world to promote Repo! This,
in turn, led to a number of professional theatrical troupes staging their own productions of Repo!
along with film accompaniment – an artform that is known as Shadowcasting.
The troupe staging The Opera in the DFW area is Amber Does Dallas - a name which, this
author is told, was met with official approval by Repo! co-creator Terrence Zdunich, who
declared it “perhaps my favorite cast name yet!” Indeed, the virgin performance of the new
troupe attracted attention from all around the country, with luminaries from troupes in San
Antonio, Oklahoma, New York and California in attendance.
The Opera is housed at The Lakewood Theater of Dallas. Over sixty years old and perfectly
preserved from the days when Mickey Rooney films could be viewed for a nickel, The
Lakewood has been a fixture in East Dallas for generations. A beautiful art-deco exterior cradles
a full lobby and bar area, leading into an open house theater which houses Dallas' only
single-screen movie theater. It is an unusual structure in this age of multiplex movie houses and
the perfect venue for a show like The Opera, which mixes elements of stage and screen
together into a delightful package.
It should be noted at this point that The Opera is not some mundane stage show where the
audience merely watches the show. Here the audience is drawn into the show, as actors run
and dance in the aisles, moving to and from the stage as required, mixing and mingling among
the people. The 2008 film version of the movie projects onto the silver screen behind the stage
but the actors do more than just ape the actions seen behind them. All of them – from the first
victim of the Repo Man to the last burly bodyguard – each and every actor sings and emotes as
well as any Broadway star.
It is clear in viewing this incarnation of The Opera that the members of Amber Does Dallas have
gone all out in creating a technical experience that far outstrips the average shadowcast
performance. While set upon a bare stage with minimal lighting effects, The Opera utilizes far
more furniture and set pieces than is common in a shadowcast show, with a couch in one scene
becoming a bed in the next and chairs being brought into play as needed. The costuming is also
worth of praise, being “screen accurate” as they say in the shadowcasting circles, and very
close if not perfect in terms of color and design to the costumes seen on the screen.
It is usual in this sort of review to briefly describe the plot of the show. Yet describing the plot of
The Genetic Opera is not an easy undertaking. One can make numerous comparisons to other
films and theatrical productions that are similar in tone and scope but nothing really compares.
The setting evokes feelings of Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner, though the energy to Repo! is far
greater. The music brings to mind other rock-opera shows like The Rocky Horror Show or
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Tommy, yet the story of Repo! carries more weight. One can even call the plot Shakespearean,
with a story dependent upon feuding families, rebellious daughters, protective fathers, cruel
kings and yes… even a humorous graverobber character.
It is this character, The Graverobber who is our guide into the dark and dangerous world of
Repo! In the opening song – following a comic book montage that sets us in the not too distant
future - Graverobber describes how surgery (both plastic and life-saving operations) can now be
financed and how failure to make one’s payments to the GeneCo company will result in a Repo
Man – a surgeon/assassin - being sent to reclaim the company property.
As The Opera opens, we find that GeneCo’s owner Rotti Largo has been diagnosed with a
terminal disease and his days are numbered. After receiving this diagnosis Rotti begins to plot,
fearful that his legacy will be tainted after his death should GeneCo fall into the hands of his
spoiled children; Luigi (a murderous psychopath who kills assistants for bringing him the wrong
coffee), Pavi (a libidinous narcissist with a fondness for wearing masks made of women’s faces)
and Amber Sweet (a plastic surgery addict and would-be prima donna opera singer). Rotti also
plots revenge against Nathan Wallace – the man who stole away his fiancée some 17 years
ago. The instrument of his revenge against both his children and the man who cuckolded him?
Shiloh Wallace – Nathan’s daughter and our heroine.
Duality and Masks are repeating themes throughout the show and it is a credit to the core cast
of actors that they are all able to find the perfect balance between both sides of each character
and draw them out, despite the masks they wear – both metaphorical and literal.
Shiloh, for instance, requires a mixture of innocence and steel that could be ring false in the
hands of an actress more used to playing either tough girl or ingenue roles. Thankfully, Scully
(all of The Opera’s actors go by single-word code names, it seems) manages to be both the
sweet girl and the rebel at heart who is sick of being pushed around. Beau, who plays the part
of Nathan, has a similar and more horrifying transformation, schizophrenically switching
between the loving father and the blood-thirsty Repo Man several times through the chorus of
the play. Blind Mag, the main singer of the titular Genetic Opera (glamorously played by Emily)
seems to have everything, but her artificial eyes hide many sad secrets.
The Largo family is similarly masked. Rotti Largo (played with the perfect mixture of charm and
malevolence by Zenchi) plays at being the noble king before the cameras but is quick to
become a petty tyrant once he is alone with his family. Luigi Largo (played with gleeful menace
by Draco) plays at being a tough guy but seems on the verge of breaking down once the paint
of his mask is chipped. Amber Sweet (wonderfully brought to life by Halo), frequently changes
her face through plastic surgery and scores illegal pain killers, despite being the public face of a
GeneCo-sponsored addiction program.
Ironically the most open and honest characters in The Opera are The Graverobber, whose
business depends upon subterfuge and trickery and Pavi Largo, who hides his scarred face
behind various skin masks but doesn’t bother to hide his hideous and perverted personality.
They are ably played by Zander and Roth, respectively.
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In all this talk of the actors, special mention must also be made of the ensemble cast, who bring
to mind the Proteans of A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Forum – “only three, yet
they do the work of thirty. They are difficult to recognize in the many parts they play.” Well,
there’s rather more than three members of the ensemble and they play more than thirty parts
all-together. Still, the principle is much the same and proof of the adage there is no such thing
as a small part, with the same actors playing murder victims, naughty nurses, news reporters,
bodyguards and drug addicts over the course of The Opera. It is hard to find so many actors
with this level of versatility but somehow, Amber Does Dallas has done it.
And yet, in describing this story and these characters, it occurs to me that perhaps this author
describe nothing at all. Perhaps it is indescribable. Perhaps it is, like climbing Mount Everest,
something that must be experienced personally if it is to be understood at all. In any case, this
author encourages you to experience The Genetic Opera for yourself at the earliest opportunity.
REPO THE GENETIC OPERA.
Written by Darren Smith & Terrence Zdunich. Presented by Amber Does Dallas. At the
Lakewood Theater, 1825 Abrams Parkway, Dallas, TX 75214; (214) 821-7469. Appearing
Monthly. Running time: Approx. 2 hours.
WITH: Beau (Nathan Wallace), Zander (Graverobber), Roth (Pavi Largo), Draco (Luigi Largo),
Zenchi (Rotti Largo), Scully (Shiloh Wallace), Halo (Amber Sweet), Emily (Blind Mag), KC
(Ensemble), Gypsy (Ensemble), Nako (Ensemble), Tora (Ensemble), Iva (Ensemble), Wes
(Ensemble), Dante (Ensemble), Drew (Ensemble), Moogle (Ensemble), Hollie (Ensemble),
SurGen (Ensemble) and Sabrina Static of the ZEN cast (Ensemble)
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